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INTRODUCTION

During the past few years much has been written about

spiral antennas, but very little about another broadband antenna

known as the scimitar antenna. Experimental and theoretical

work relating to this antenna is discussed in this paper. A

first-order approximation to the field equations is derived.

In 1941, Schelkunoff, of the Bell Telephone Laboratories,

concluded that an antenna of sufficient length, whose shape is

defined entirely in terms of angles, should exhibit impedance

and radiation characteristics which are independent of frequency.

It was not until 1953 that an antenna using this principle was

actually developed by Turner, of the Wright-Patterson Air De-

velopment Center's Aerial Reconnaissance Laboratory. It had the

shape of an Archimedes spiral. The equiangular spiral was de-

veloped in 1954 by Rumsey at the University of Illinois, and the

log periodic antenna the following year in the same laboratory.

The scimitar antenna was developed in 1956 at the Wright-

Patterson Air Development Center.

The scimitar antenna, in common with the spiral antennas,

is characterized by high efficiency, good mechanical features,

no matching networks, and broadband operation over at least a

ten- to- one frequency range.



EXPERIMENTAL WORK

Antenna Configuration

Various shapes of scimitar antennas are Illustrated in

Fig. 1. Spiral antennas are usually composed of two balanced

arms each extending over several revolutions. On the other hand,

the scimitar antenna extends from zero to 180 degrees only, and

it is terminated on a transverse ground plane, as shown in

Pig. 2. The angle A shown in Pig. la is a constant greater than

90 degrees. This is why the equiangular spiral or scimitar an-

tennas are so named. Equiangular scimitar shape is obtained by

using one set of values for a and k on the outer curve, and an-

other set on the inner curve. Por a given value of a, commonly

used values for k may be .35 for the outer curve and from .25 to

.05 for the inner curve, with smaller values yielding less im-

pedance variation with frequency and somewhat higher efficiency

of such an antenna.

The equiangular spiral, also known as the logarithmic

spiral, has received somewhat more attention than the Archimedes

spiral, although both are widely used. The parabolic spiral has

not been used to any extent, although it should also operate in

the frequency-independent mode as do the other two spirals.

The lower cut-off frequency of both the spiral and scimitar

antennas occurs when the maximum diameter of the antenna is ap-

proximately one-half wavelength. This fact can be used to deter-

mine a scaling factor for the curves given in Pig. 1 when it is



Equiangular or logarithmic spiral, r = ae^^.

Archimedes spiral. r = kjZf.

Parabolic spiral. r^ = kjZJ.

Fig. 1. Empirical shapes of scimitar antennas.



line to
transmitter

Pig. 2. Equiangular scimitar mounted on ground
plane. The large end of the scimitar Is
electrically connected to the ground plane,
whereas the small end is connected by a feed-
through insulator to the inner conductor of
a 50-ohm coaxial line. The shield of the
coaxial line is connected to the ground
plane.
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desired to construct an antenna which will operate at frequencies

down to a known lower cut-off frequency.

There is no definite upper cut-off frequency. The coaxial

line feeding the antenna actually is the limiting factor as

losses in coaxial line usually become prohibitive above five or

six kilomegacycles. Models of the scimitar antenna are known to

have been tested at frequencies between 10 and 20 kilomega-

cycles, with little deterioration in their performance.

Impedance Characteristics

The scimitar antenna has fairly uniform impedance character-

istics over a wide range of frequencies. The impedance is known

to go through some sharp resonances at certain frequencies below

the lower cut-off frequency. Above this lower cut-off frequency,

plots of resistance and reactance are relatively flat. Typical

plots of resistance and reactance versus frequency are shown in

Pig. 3. This data was actually taken for a spiral antenna,

(Riblet, 1960), but is believed to be very representative o.f any

scimitar antenna. The characteristic impedance of this antenna

is approximately 50 ohms which is essentially resistive at fre-

quencies well above the lower cut-off frequency. The normalized

resistance and reactance plotted on a Smith Chart versus fre-

quency resembles a right-handed spiral, moving toward values of

lower voltage standing wave ratio, VSWR, as the frequency is in-

creased, as shown in Pig. 4. The Smith Chart has the property

that a plot of constant VSWR forms a circle around the origin.
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Resistive component

Pig. 3. Typical Impedance data for
scimitar antenna.



Cut-off frequency
VSWR = 2;1

Pig. 4. VSWR versus frequency on a
Smith chart.
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Cut-off frequency
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300 700400 500 600
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Pig. 5(a). VSWR for equiangular scimitar,

r = aeM.

800

4:1 -
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VSWR

2:1

1:1 \300 400 500 600

Frequency, megacycles

Pig. 5(b). VSWR for Archimedes
scimitar, r = kj2J.

700 800
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or two in the plane of the antenna. Some typical radiation pat-

terns are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The field measurements were

made with a dipole antenna held at a constant distance from the

origin of the spiral cvtrve. Standard spherical coordinates were

used and are shown in Pig. 2.

Polarization of the field is elliptical everywhere except in

the plane of the antenna, where it is linear. Some variation in

the shape of the field strength pattern is observed as the fre-

quency is varied. This is analogous to the variation noted for

spiral antennas where the main lobe is somewhat off center, due

to truncation of the arms and the finite-sized feed point. The

direction of maximum radiation then changes as the frequency is

varied. Although other factors, such as the finite-size and

possibly the imperfect conductivity of the ground plane, affect

the field pattern of a scimitar antenna, it has the same general

variation of the field pattern with frequency as a spiral antenna.

A linearly polarized receiving antenna is usually used as

the field is polarized right-handed on one side of the scimitar

antenna and left-handed on the other side. A circularly polar-

ized receiving antenna would favor one side of the scimitar, and

therefore it would be unsuitable for this purpose. Two linearly

polarized antennas oriented at right angles to each other may be

required to measure both the horizontal and vertical components

under weak signal conditions.
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THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS

Equations of Model Antennas

It is desirable, for comparison of experimental results, to

construct the equiangular scimitar as similar to the Archimedes

scimitar as possible, even though the antennas are defined by-

different equations. For this purpose as well as for the solu-

tion of some theoretical problems, arc lengths of the spiral

curves must be derived, using standard methods of the calculus.

The equation of the equiangular spiral is r = ae^''', and it

may be expressed in cartesian components as:

X = r cos = ae^^ cos

y = r sin j2f = ae^ sin

dx

d0

J3—-,

— = ae^^ cos jZf + ake^^ sin
d0

The incremental arc length is then

= - ae^^ sin + ake^^ cos

'df
l4

= ae^^i^^
^dxN

^d0] \d0,

The distance along the spiral from j2f = to an arbitrary

is

^e
=

'^
r. rr. a/k^ + 1

kj2f fk2 + 1 djZf = -1ae
d0

- 1 (1)

The length of the equiangular spiral for one-half revolu-

tion Is
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aYk^ + 1

L^ = — le^^&
(2)

k

Similar results for the Archimedes spiral, r = kj2l, are

calculated as:

'0

if- + 1 d^ = k[i[i2fi^b^ = I kr0'=^ + 1 d0 = kui0 70^ + 1

+ in (i^ +^02^77)]
J

(3)

Lg = 6.09 k (4)

This elementary calculus technique fails to yield proper

results for the parabolic spiral because of a first-order pole

in the integrand at = 0. More advanced techniques can be used

but since the parabolic scimitar has found little or no applica-

tion to date, it will not be discussed further.

Two criteria were established for comparing experimental

results of the two types of scimitar antennas. These are:

(a) rg = rg^ at jZf = Tf

(b) Le = L^

(a) ae^e-^ = k^^tr

Consider k^^ = 1. Then

Lg = 6.09 kg^ = 6.09

afk7"7T r
and Lq = L« = 6.09 = \q^ - 1

A solution of these equations gives

kg = .39, a = .90

The subscript e refers to equiangular, and a to Archimedes.

The subscripts may not be used if it is clear from the context

which antenna is being discussed.
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Both a and k^ will be multiplied by a common scaling factor

in order to construct antennas of different sizes, and this will

not change their relative characteristics used in their compari-

son.

Methods of Solution of Field Equations

A classical method of deriving the field of an antenna is

to assume or obtain a current distribution, integrate this cur-

rent distribution to find A, the vector magnetic potential, and

take the curl of curl of "K to obtain the electric field in-

tensity E (Hayt, 1958, Stratton, 1941).

The vector potential can be expressed as

A(u, t) = ^L— I(u', t-:OdL (5)
4Tr Je^

where the vector property of the integrand has arbitrarily been

associated with the current rather than the conductor in which

it flows. The symbol u represents the coordinate triplet

(x, y, z) of the point in space where the vector potential is

desired, and u' represents (x'', y', z') of a point on the antenna

where the current element dL is located. The retarded time is
«1

expressed as t-^ = t - — , where U is the velocity of propagation
U

and R-j. ^s "the distance from the current element dL to the point

(x, y, z). These quantities are illustrated in Pig. 8 for a

general current element. Expressions for Rn , 1, and dL for the

particular case of a scimitar antenna are obtained in this

section.
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(x,y,z)
(xSy',z')

- X

Pig. 8. The vector potential at (x, y, z)
due to a current I In dL at (x', y', z').

The difficult part of this approach is the integration of

Eq. (5). Other means of solution have been attempted in order

to get aroxind this difficulty. Some of the approximate solu-

tions have been applied to spiral antennas of several revolutions

and are discussed here briefly to indicate why these cannot be

applied to an analysis of scimitar antennas.

Curtis (1960) approximated the spiral antenna with a series

of semicircular arcs and used symmetry about an axis through the

origin to determine the far field. This is a good approximation

for a tightly wound spiral only. It is not valid in the case of

a scimitar for various reasons. The scimitar is not symmetric

about any axis or point. This method does not allow for the

groimd plane which is essential to the scimitar's operation.

Also the scimitar cannot be approximated by a semicircle as well
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as a tightly wound spiral because of different constants in the

defining equations.

Rumsey (1961 a, b) solved Maxwell's equations for the case

of circularly polarized surface waves propagating along aniso-

tropic sheets which are perfectly conducting in one tangential

direction and perfectly transparent in the orthogonal tangential

direction. The two-arm spiral is approximated by a sheet con-

taining an infinite number of spirals extending out a large dis-

tance. The problem was solved under this approximation and the

results were foiind to agree closely with those obtained experi-

mentally using finite antennas. It seems that the rapid decrease

in antenna current, as the distance from the input is increased,

causes the truncated antenna to have essentially the same char-

acteristics as the Infinite structure.

Again, this method is not valid in the case of the scimitar

antenna because it does not consider the ground plane; it uses

symmetry conditions not present in the scimitar antenna, and it

does not allow for a finite (nonzero) current at the junction of

the antenna and its ground plane.

The Current Distribution

The calculation of the vector magnetic potential involves

the integration of the current distribution of the antenna. The

current distribution in the scimitar antenna is ass\amed to be

somewhat similar to that measured in spiral antennas. Dyson

(1957) has measured the current and phase distribution of several
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equiangular spirals at different frequencies. The validity of

this assvunption cannot be justified without actual measurement,

a rather difficult task, but experimental results seem to indi-

cate this to be a reasonably satisfactory assumption.

Typical amplitude and phase variation along one arm of a

balanced equiangular spiral are shown in Pig. 9. The phase

varies almost linearly with distance measvired along the antenna

arm from the feed point for about the first two wavelengths. In

the first wavelength from the feed point, the phase has changed

about 360 degrees, which is reasonable.

The cTirrent amplitude decreases along the antenna arm as a

result of ohmic losses and radiation. The current in this par-

ticular case is about 15 decibels below the input level at one

wavelength from the feed point. This figure varies between

eight and 18 decibels down for various equiangular spirals in the

frequency range of, say, 500 to 5000 megacycles.

The operating efficiency of the scimitar antenna increases

from near zero to above 60 per cent as the length of its outer

curve approaches one wavelength long or more as the frequency is

increased. The assumption follows that the scimitar has a cur-

rent amplitude and phase distribution similar to that of the

first wavelength of the equiangular spiral antenna arm, as shown

in Fig. 10. The distribution is essentially a current sheet

with a somewhat higher current density toward the outside of the

curve. Lines of constant phase are approximately orthogonal to

the spiral curves.

It might appear that the current would flow parallel to one
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Spiral filament

Pig. 10. Assumed contoiirs of equal phase and
amplitude of current distribution in

equiangular scimitar antenna.
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of the spiral filaments making up the antenna (Pig. 10). The

direction of current flow as measiired by Dyson indicates other-

wise. The direction of current 1.5 wavelengths from the feed

point showed a variation of up to 10 or 15 degrees from the ex-

pected direction along the filaments. The direction of current

flow varied from the expected direction by as much as 55 degrees

at greater distances from the feed point. The variation does not

seem to be expressible mathematically. Since the scimitar an-

tenna begins to operate efficiently with an antenna arm length of

less than 1.5 wavelengths, not much error will be introduced by

assximing that the antenna current flows parallel to the spiral

filaments forming the antenna.

An Expression for the Vector Magnetic
Potential A

The vector potential will be derived for the case of a thin

scimitar antenna of sufficiently small width that the width need

not be considered in the calculations. It will be further shown

that the theoretical field calculated for a narrow antenna agrees

for the most part with the experimental field of actual antennas

of the relative dimensions shown in Pig. 10.

Cylindrical and spherical coordinates are used interchange-

ably in finding the expression for A. The various quantities

appearing in A are illustrated in Pig. 11. The distances r and

Rq lie always in the z = plane, while R-^ may have a component

in the z direction. The letter R Is reserved for the radius of

spherical coordinates. The point at which A is desired is
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.A
/ \Rz/\

p(R,e,i^o) 4^ Ri \

P(r,90°,jZO

>- X

Pig. 11. A thin equiangular scimitar antenna.

P(R,e,jZlQ)

Pig. 12. A thin Archimedes scimitar
antenna with Image antenna.
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designated as P(R, 9, 0q) , while the location of the current ele-

ment is P(r, 90°, 0) . These correspond to the coordinate trip-

lets u' and u, respectively, which were mentioned earlier. The

symbols used in the two coordinate systems are nonambiguous with

the possible exception of the unit vector a^ which will be handled

by letting a be the a vector in cylindrical coordinates and

aj,g in spherical coordinates. They are related by this expres-

sion:

^rc ~ ^rs ^^^ 9 + a@ cos 9 (8)

The distance R-^ from the current element dL2^ is evaluated in

terms of r and Rq to simplify the integration. In terms of

cylindrical coordinates,

R^^ = Rq^ + r^ - 2 rRo cos {0 - 0q) •¥ z'^

Then in spherical coordinates, substituting R sin 6 for Rq,

and R cos 9 for z,

Rl =y(R sin 9)^ + r^ - 2r(R sin 6) cos(0 - 0q) + (R cos 9)^

J r2 2?
= R 71 + sin 9 cos(0 - 0r)) (9)

r2 R

The retarded current can be expressed as

I(u', t-=^) = Iq ej["(t - RlA)-b] (10)

where Iq e^'*' is the form of the current at the antenna input and

Iq eJ^'^*"'^^ is the current at a point on the antenna. The letter

b may be a complex quantity in order to allow for both phase

shift and amplitude attenuation as the current wave moves along

the antenna. The e~>J^ l'^' ' term takes into account the phase

difference between a point on the antenna, P(r, 90°, 0) , and a
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point in space, P(R, 0, 0q) , in a medium with velocity of propa-

gation U.

The direction of the current element for the equiangular

scimitar may be expressed as

dLi = rd^ R0 + draj,c = s®^^ ^^ ^0 "* a^e^^ d0 a^^

= ae^^ dj2f a0 + ake^^ dj2^(apg sin + a© cos 6)

and for the Archimedes scimitar as

dL^ = k0d0 aj2f + kdj2^(a^g sin 9 + a@ cos 9) (ll)

The variable part of the quantity b (omitting complex con-

stant multipliers) is given by Eq. (l) for the equiangular scimi-

tar, and by Eq. (3) for the Archimedes scimitar.

The ground plane and the current flowing in it must also be

considered in the expression for the field. Kraus (1950) sug-

gests that an antenna and its ground plane may be replaced by the

antenna and its image for the purpose of determining the field.

An equal and opposite current flows in the image antenna as com-

pared with the real antenna, as shown in Fig. 12. The ass\amption

is made that the ends of the real and image antennas do not touch

each other because image theory cannot be applied otherwise.

It is evident that the angle between r, the radius of the

image antenna, and Rq is j2^ + 0q. This yields for Rg

J '^ 2^
Rg = R 7 1 + — sin 9 cos(j2f + 0q)

The expression for the vector magnetic potential may now be

written.

f/<Ti(u', t-"-)

A(u, t) = \- dLi
/ 4ttR^
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4 TT L^Q Ri
+ dra^^)

— (rdj2f(-agj) + dr a^.^)

IT Id-n Rc>

(12)

4 IT /^=o ^2

This expression for A Is valid for both the equiangular and the

Archimedes scimitar as long as the appropriate expressions for b

and r are used. Since the two integrals are very similar, the

same approximations and techniques of integration should apply

to both, and therefore only the first integral of Eq. (12), as

applied to the Archimedes scimitar, is solved for a general

theoretical expression containing b and kj2(. The integral under

consideration becomes

/^ /Air. ej("t-cib^-(Ria)/U))

A = (k0d(2f a^ + kd0 s.^^) (13)
I0=Q 4TrR3^

where bg^ and R-[_ are given by Eqs. (3) and (9), respectively.

This expression for A has been obtained using the following

assTomptions.

1. The velocity of propagation along the antenna is con-

stant for a particular frequency.

2. The electrical length of the antenna is one full wave-

length or perhaps an integral multiple of a wavelength.

This information is included in c-]_ as well as any at-

tenuation factors due to ohmic losses or radiation.

3. This expression is derived for a narrow Archimedes

scimitar antenna, although it will be shown that the

results agree for the most part with those obtained
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experimentally for "wide" antennas.

4. Image theory is valid for this particular case.

APPROXIMATE FIELD EXPRESSION

Approximation to the Vector Magnetic Potential
Integral Equation

The vector potential has been expressed as

M (^ -
A(u,t) = —1 _ Ku', f^^dL (5)

4 tr
j R;L

Since iCu', f"') is bounded, and in fact a monotonically decreas-

ing function of distance along the antenna, A is a continuous

function of the coordinates (u), i.e., (R, 9, 0q) , possessing

continuous first and second derivatives at every point. In other

words, the integrand is uniformly continuous and operations of

differentiation and integration may be interchanged, at least

with respect to the coordinates (u). An expression for E can

now be obtained prior to the integration of Eq. (5). Thus for

free space

- - M
B = X/ X A(u, t) =

4 TT

/- /I(u',t-'^)

yxf ) dL (14)

j V ^1

where \7 ^^ the vector operator and is a function of the co-

ordinates R, 9, and 0q. The integrand of Eq. (14) can be ex-

panded by using the vector identity ^ x cC = c^ x C -^ \/ c

X C into the form
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B = ]l—\/xl+ r7(_)xlIdL
4 TT /VRt Rt

'

(15)

Then for an e*'" time variation, and using one of Maxwell's

equations,

_ 1 _ 1
E = V^ B =

1

j4Tra)€

j4Tra) £
yx

[
— Vx I + V(— ) X I

R- R-

dL

— yx (yx I) + y — X y X I + I • V(v —

)

R R-

1

R-

- v~ • Vi ^ V- (V- I) - i(V "V—

)

R- R-

dL (16)

The vector potential A is defined such that ^ • A = 0,

and therefore

vi = ^fv-«^
4̂ TT R-4 ir

=

The gradient of zero is still zero, so

y. I + I .y
R-

dL { 17

)

1 _ 1

•V(V- A] =
jw€/< j4'rr6a)

V(— y. I) + V(i • V—

^

R-

r

dL

j4Tra)€
/L^

— V(V- I) + (V- i)V— +1 • V(V—

)

R

1 _ _ 1 1
+ V— -Vi + ix (Vxv— ) + Y — ^ (V X I)

R- R- R-

Rl

dL = (18)

The terras of E and "V(\7 " ^) ™^y ^® compared and it is ob-

served that E contains all the terms of '\/ i^ • A) plus a term

involving Y^ > th® vector Laplacian. Thus the terms which add

to zero may be dropped, resulting in
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E = I dL

j4TTa) 6.
,

i- Vxy XI - -\7(V- I)
R R-

dL (19)

This expression Is valid for any realizable current dis-

tribution. Certain simple assumptions have been made about I and

A, and listed at the close of the preceding section, in order to

simplify the solution in the case of a scimitar antenna. The in-

formation available at this time indicates that these assumptions

do not seem to substantially affect the accuracy of Eqs. (10) or

(19).

It is informative to evaluate Eq. (19) in terms of more ex-

plicit functions with the aid of several approximations. This

permits the electric field intensity in the far field to be plot-

ted directly from the explicit functions. A first-order approxi-

mation of the far field, which is the primary area of interest,

can be calculated without using a computer. A more accurate

treatment of both the near and far fields would definitely make

it necessary to use a computer.

First we examine b, which appears in the exponent of Eq.

(10). A good approximation for b is a second-order polynomial in

0. The use of numerical methods of curve fitting gives

'^-2 0f^2~7T + in(jZf + /^2 + 1)

= k \.55 0^ + .85 ^ j2f < TT (20)

and
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a

\ = ^ + 1
[e^^ - 1 ^ a(1.072) [! 154 ^ + . 3 ^1

^ jZl ^TT (21)

for the particular case of k = .39.

The distance

Rl = Ryi + — - — sin e cos(0 - 0q)
R R

(9)

can be simplified by neglecting the quantity r^/H^ when R > >r.

Neglecting higher order terms and using the binomial theorem,

Eq. (9) becomes

R-,^ = R
2r

1 - — sin e cos(jZl - 0q)
R

1/2

= R 1 sin e cos(jZ^ - 0p.)
R

(22)

and

1 1 1

Ri R 1 - r/R sin cos(jZf - 0q)

1

R

r
1 + - sin cos(jZf -

R
^o) (23)

These are valid approximations for sufficiently large R, but an-

other expression valid for small R, or points close to the

antenna, is also needed. The smallest value of R which is per-

mitted for all and jZJq is R = r^^^^ + €, where ei is a small

positive number. In other words, a measxiring probe is not al-

lowed to touch the antenna as A is not defined on conducting

surfaces. A closer examination of Eqs. (22) and (23) indicates

that these approximations are fair approximations even for R of

the same order of magnitude as r. Plots of actual values of
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I/R-^, from Eq. (9), and the approximate values of Eq. (23) for

0Q equal to degrees, 90 degrees, and 180 degrees, and 9 equal

to 90 degrees, are given in Pig. 13. The following normalized

values of R, r, and k were used for the Archimedes scimitar:

R = rmax = kjZfmax = kir = 1; k = l/tr.

It may be seen from Fig. 13 that vihen 0q is degrees or 180

degrees, the actual and approximate values of l/R^ agree such

that the approximate value is useful, but such is not the case

for 0Q in the middle of its range about 90 degrees. A weighted

approximation was tried for I/R^, and it resulted in a better fit

for 0Q in the middle of its range without affecting the fit of

the curves for 0q equal to either zero degrees or 180 degrees.

This weighted approximation was found to be

1 1 r y -v

1 + - (cos(^ - 0q) + sin(jZf + 30°)sin 0qj sin

(24)

Equation (24) is therefore used in place of Eq. (23) for the

1/R]^ multiplying Eq. (19).

The retarded current I(u', t^*) in Eq. (19) has been ex-

pressed as

Ku', t--^) = Iq eJp*-Rl/^)-^] (10)

where R-j^ appears in the exponent and is expressed there in anal-

ogy with Eqs. (24) and (22), as

R^ R

R-L = R 1 sin 9/cos(j2f - 0q] + sin(j2J + 30°) sin M
R - _

(25)

The vector nature of I may be expressed in a more explicit

fashion as
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\ j^ = Tf/2

j6q ^ rt

Actual 1/R]_

Approximation
to l/Ri

Weighted
approximation

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 (degrees)

Pig. 13. Comparison of actual, Eq. 9, and
approximate values of l/R-i, Eq. 23.
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I = lo ej["(*-^l/^^-^] k[0 l0 + sin eips + cos eae]

= 02 e"^ "/^ ^1 km aj^ + sin ea^s + cos 9aeJ (26)

Here Rn is the only term in the exponent which is a function

of the variables R, 9, and 0q, and. hence the other terms can be

lumped into C2 for the purpose of evaluating the vector Laplacian

of I. This evaluation is straightforward but lengthy, and there-

fore only the result is given. The component of \7 ^ SJ ^ I in

the Bq direction is

cos 9 0) / p— (j - ]c0)f0\sln{0 - 0q)
r2 sin e U ^ *"

+ cos 0Q sin(j2l + 30°)] + cos(j2f - 0o) - sin 0q sin(jZf + 30°
)j

cos 9

[yxVxT]e = C2e-^"/u^i

R2

CO

u

/j2f(j - k0)(cos(jZl - 00^ -^ sin i^O sin(^ "^ 3°°))

CO .

- j - kjZf(sin(jZJ - 0q) -^ cos 0q sin(j2( + 30° ) +
U ^

• (j - k0)fsin{0 - 0o) + cos 0q sin(0 + 30°
)j

0) cos 9 0)2 CO CO sin 29
+ j - + — cos 9 - j - (J - kjZf)

sin e /y

U R U U

+ sin 0Q sin(jZf + 30°
)j

rcos(0 - ^0^

(27)

Similar expressions follow for the other components in

which these substitutions are used.

0) cokj2J

-^

U U

ag = cos(j2f - 0q) + sln{jZf + 30°) sin 0q
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a4 = sln(j2f + 30°)

[yx V X l}^ = C2 e-^ "/U Rl _!i - !i sin e(sin(0 - ^q)

e-jp cos^ 9 00-2^5
+ 84 cos j^fo) - a^ j2l + + —

^2

r2
sin e(sin(jZf - 0q) + 04 cos jZ^o) + -r -

„ sin e
sin2 e r2

j^ cos2 e(a2a3)'

^2 ^3 o / ^
+ cos2 e(sin(j2f - ^q^ * ^4 cos jZIq) "

r2 \ /

r2 r2

jZfa2a3 cos^e

i2^

r2 gin e

(28)

V(V • i)e = C2

-j a>/U Ri

bt cos e +
2 cos e

R

-2 sin sin 20 - cos 20 cos ^2^3
+ - r—r— 2 cos e sin Q

R sin2 R

2 sin cos 29 ^2^3 cos^ ©
4, ^.

R R sin 9 R
- a-j^ sin 9 +

fir

V(V- i)^ =

[sin(j2f - 0q) + 64 cos jZfoJ

C^ e-J' "/^ ^1

(29)

R sin 9

an cos*^ 9
fsln{0 - 0q) + 84 cos j2fQj

i^ a2
/'cosC^ - i^^O^ ' ^4 si^ i^o) ** ^^2 ^^^ 9fsln(j2f - 0q)

+ 84 cos j2ff

/ 2 sin 9 cos 29
•

[
- a]_ sin 9 + +

R R sin 9

a2a3 cos^ e 0a_^
+ +

fi

i^ag r- -\\

sin(jZ( - 0q) + &^ C03 j (30)

The component in the R direction is not considered as there is no
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electric field component in this direction in the far field.

Components of Eq. (19) may now be expressed as

1

Ei = kCg e-^ ^/U Rl
R r2 r3 r4

d0 (31)

'om

j4Tra)€
,q

where the f^^ represent functions of 9, 0, and 0q obtained fr(

the preceding equations. All terms except f-^/'R are ass\imed

negligible in the calculation of the far field. This effects

considerable simplification so that the E^ may now be expressed

as follows.

Eq =
I ok CO' cos

j4Trw ^ U2
j^

Ja)[t-b/o3-Ri/U J^^

IgkO)

j4Tr 6 u2

J"t

(

^ cos e

R

,-j(b+Ri/U) ^^ (32)

The quantity b given as Eqs. (l) and (3) and appearing in Eq. (32)

is a function of only for a given antenna and may be approxi-

mated by a polynomial in as

b = hj0^ + h20

If R]^ is replaced by Eq. (25) and the first term factored

out of the integral, the following expression for the electric

field results.

r"Ee = C3
I

cos 9 e

/o

jk hj0^ + bgi?^ - - sin 9(cos(j2J - 0q^

+ sin(jZf + 30°) sin 0,

G3 =
iQko) eJ"(t-R/U)

°) d0
(33)

j4Tr € u2r

Similarly, the "aM component is calculated to be
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E0 = Cg r j2^ e-J^t'^^ildjZf (34)

/o

where the f{0) In the brackets is the same as the bracketed ex-

pression in Eq. (33).

Equations (33) and (34) are now in an approximated form

representing the far field of the Archimedes scimitar. The use

of a computer is necessary in order to obtain the complete field

patterns as well as to investigate all the possible variations

of parameters. However, Eqs. (33) and (34) are integrable di-

rectly for certain special cases. This permits a check on their

validity by comparison with experimental results, and from it one

can infer the general shape of the field patterns. The computer

program for this integration, if used, needs to be very versatile.

There are several parameters which vary more or less independently

of each other. Values of k^^, kg, and a vary for different anten-

nas. The velocity of propagation along the antenna is not known

exactly and may possibly be a function of frequency. Variation

in 03 over at least a ten-to-one range would have to be considered

in the program. The attenuation of the current along the antenna

varies between antennas and its effect would also have to be con-

sidered. Variation of all these parameters would yield a large

amount of data which could take several months for a complete

analysis.
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Integration to Determine the Electric
Field Intensity

The electric field is obtained by integration of Eqs. (33)

and (34), and this integration is outlined in this section.

The exponent in brackets of Eq. (33) becomes in the special

case of 0Q = 90°, for example
(0 .

f(0) = h-^0^ + h20 - - sin eCcosOZf - 0q) + sin(0 + 30'') sin 0(]

= bi^ + ^20 sin 9 (i cos + 1.866 sin 0)) (35)

If the variation of over the range of zero to 180 degrees

is divided into two or three ranges of 0, say, 0, 0-^\ , \0i> 02 >

02> ^ J then f{0) can be well approximated by

f[0) = b302 + b4JZf (36)

for each range, where b^ and b^ may vary somewhat between differ-

ent ranges of 0. Equation (34) is now expressed as

E0= h{^ e-J^(^3^^*^4^^ d0 (37)

The square of the exponent of Eq. (37) may be completed as

'

b \^ b 2

/b^ + -4=] - — = ^30^ + M (38)
2 Vh^ 2b,

/
— ^4

Now consider the substitution 0' = Tb^ + —-r— such that^ 2f^
^4

0» -

=
sfbT b4

fb^ fbj 2b,
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and d0 =
dj2f»

which when made in Eq. (37) gives

E'0
= C, e^^^^4V2b3) L-^k0^'

0' b4

fb^ 2b3

d0'

/^

ri^0 r2

= C. 0fd0' - C4 r -Jk0 r2

2b3fbJ
d0

1_ e-J'^^
r2

2jkb3

-2jkb3

^2

0^

jk |b302+b40J

^ fe-^^^^' d0^

2b3"372J

02

01

^4^4 r -1k0'2
(39)

The first term of Eq. (39), when evaluated, yields some com-

plex number. The second term is in the form of a Presnel integral

for which values have been tabulated (Schelkunoff , 1948). The

integral is separated into its real and Imaginary parts, and these

parts are defined as

C(x) = cos( )dt, S(x) = sin( )dt

)o
2

jo 2

The Presnel integral for a more general argument is given as

(40)

sin(zt2)dt =
I
— ^[1— *] (41)

/o
"-^ V " y

and similarly for C(x}. A graph of the functions C(x) and S(x)

is given in Pig. 14. It may be observed that both C(x) and S(x)

start from zero, rise to a maximum value of between 0.7 and 0.8,

and then their values oscillate about 0.5.
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in
0.5

1.0 2.0 3o0

Pig. 14. The Presnel Integrals.

The orthogonal component of E can be expressed similarly as

.3 cose|e-J^&(^i] d^

,j(kb42/2b3)

Eq = C^ c( (33)

cos 9 e"

= C' /e J^^''
diZJ. (42)

where b^, b^, and j2f' are the same as defined previously. Equa-

tions (39) and (42) were derived for the real antenna, and corre-

sponding expressions for the image antenna can be worked out in

identical manner after making the appropriate sign changes as

indicated in Eq. (12).

The quantities b3 and b^ can be solved by curve fitting

techniques for variable 9 and a fixed 0q, or a variable 0q and

a given 9. This permits the evaluation of Eg and E^ over the

hemisphere [0^9 :< 180° , 0^0^
180°J

. The calculation of bg

and b4 is long and complex but exact values of these quantities

are not necessary to determine the general shape of the field

patterns from Eqs. (39) and (42).
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Interpretation of Field Equations

Equation (39) Is difficult to interpret, being a sum of two

complex numbers. Each term of Eq. (39) is a different function

of 0, 0Q, and 0, so the pattern for, say, = 90° appears to be

difficult to describe mathematically. Intuitively, 1E0 for

9 = 90° could be relatively constant for some range of 0q, or

could even be zero for a particular 0q. This would seem to in-

dicate that the observed pattern of E^, 9 = 90° (Fig. 6), is

theoretically possible to obtain from Eq. (39).

The plot of Ej^ for 0q = 90° may be deduced from the fact

that the j^' of the Fresnel integral involves a sin 9 term. This

variation of j^' with respect to could cause C(x) and S(x) to

vary over one or more of their maximums shown in Pig. 13. If

this is the case, then the lobes of Figs. 6 and 7 can be explained

by Eq. (39), or vice versa.

Equation (42) shows that Eq = for = 90°, which is veri-

fied by experimental results. It also shows a predominantly

cos variation of Eg, which agrees with the experimental data as

well. Variation of 0^ with respect to in the Fresnel integral

also affects Eq for 0q = 90°, which prevents the patterns in

Figs. 6 and 7 from being strictly cos in shape. The patterns

actually appear to have a cos^ variation rather than cos 0. A

plot of Eq. (42) for the Archimedes scimitar is given in Fig. 15.

The explanations in the above paragraphs are not rigorous

but it appears that Eq. (42) contains the same general variation

of Eq as observed experimentally, while Eq. (39) seems to have
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the same general variation of E^, depending on several constants

involved. A plot of Eq. (39) for 9 = 90°, Pig. 15, is similar

in general shape with that obtained experimentally, especially

the sharp null at about 0q = 140°. Figure 15 has included con-

tributions from both the real and image antennas, of coiirse.

,
CONCLUSIONS

The scimitar antenna has been shown to be one of a class of

broadband antennas. It is truly frequency independent since it

does not have an Inherent upper cut-off frequency, and the lower

cut-off frequency is limited only by the length of the outer

curve of the scimitar. An extension of the bandwidth is a prac-

tical matter since the outer curve need only be one wavelength at

the lowest frequency of operation, and this extension to a larger

antenna will not affect its high efficiency or its power handling

capabilities.

The input impedance converges to 50 ohms resistance with in-

creasing frequency, and the VSWR is below two-to-one to a 50-ohm

line over at least a ten-to-one band width.

The antenna will radiate in all directions above its ground

plane, with the possible exception of a null or two in the plane

of the antenna.

Approximate far field equations are derived and are shown to

agree with radiation patterns obtained experimentally insofar as

the essential characteristics are concerned.

Further work is required to study some of the unknowns of
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the antenna, such as direction of current flow, rate of attenua-

tion of current along the antenna, velocity of propagation along

the antenna, and the effect of width of the antenna arm on an-

tenna operation.

The Archimedes and the equiangular scimitars have very simi-

lar experimental characteristics, so it is difficult to draw any

conclusions as to the superiority of either antenna. The theoret-

ical field equations are also similar for the two antennas, but a

more extensive study of these equations should indicate which an-

tenna best meets a particular criterion of, say, least pattern

variation with respect to frequency or with respect to direction

from the antenna.

The major disadvantage of the scimitar antenna is that its

gain is not superior to that of a half-wave dlpole. However,

this antenna has a number of important advantages. It needs no

special matching or coupling networks for use with a single

transmitter. It is easy to construct with less critical toler-

ances than many other antennas in this frequency range. It has

excellent mechanical strength because of its large base-to-

height ratio. Antenna efficiency of above 60 per cent may be

obtained. The scimitar antenna exhibits band widths between

10:1 and 20? 1. These advantages make the scimitar particularly

desirable for airborne antenna applications.

1
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The scimitar antenna is a broadband antenna of the same

class as the spiral antenna, and is similar to a spiral antenna

of one-half revolution terminated on a transverse ground plane.

The performance of two types of scimitar antennas, equiangular

and Archimedes, is determined experimentally. The theoretical

far field is calculated for a narrow Archimedes scimitar using

an assumed current distribution and image theory. This far field

is shown to agree in essential characteristics with the far field

obtained experimentally. Experimental results also show that

either scimitar type possesses a voltage standing wave ratio of

below 2:1 over a frequency range of 10:1. The input impedance

is nearly 50 ohms resistive without matching networks. Radia-

tion patterns are similar to those of the spiral antenna, except

that the scimitar also radiates in the plane of the antenna.


